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PARTS OF POTS

KNOB 槽み
Tsumami

LID 盔
Futa

BODY OF POT 胴
Dō

HANDLE 手、取手
Te, totte

LUG 耳
Mimi

SPOUT 注ぎ口
Tsubikuchi

BODY OF POT 胴
Dō

HANDLE 手、取手
Te, totte

LIP 注ぎ口
Tsubikuchi

NECK 首
Kubi

SHOULDER 肩
Kata

'HIP' 腰
Koshi

BASE 底
Soko

PARTS OF A TEABOWL

These are the Japanese names for the parts of a teabowl, reflecting the attention given to certain points of the bowl. Some parts shown have no English equivalents, in which case a direct translation is given in quotations.
**POTS FOR TEA**

**TEA CEREMONY UTENSILS**

*Cha no yu no dogu*

- **TEABOWLS**
  - Matcha jawan (抹茶茶碗)
- **TEA CONTAINERS**
  - Chaire (茶入)
  - Natsume (茶入)
- **LID RESTS**
  - Futa oki (蓋置き)
- **FRESH WATER POT**
  - Mizusashi (水差し)
- **WASTE WATER POT**
  - Kansui (水こぼし)

**CHARCOAL BRAZIER**
- *hibachi*

**BRAZIER FOR SENCHA**
- *ryōro*

**TEA JAR**
- *cha tsubo*

**SENCHA UTENSILS**
- *senchōki*

- **SMALL TEAPOT**
  - Hōbin (宝瓶)
- **WATER COOLER**
  - Yuzamashi (湯冷まし)
- **TEAPOT**
  - Dobin (土瓶)

**TEA CUPS**
- *yunomi*

**KYŪSU**
- *急須*

Small teapot for middle grade green tea or ordinary tea in small quantities.

*This pot is used for pouring hot water from the kettle into the teapot - cooling it to the right temperature.*

*See also p. 95*